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This book focuses on design technologies and practical engineering applications in connection with cruise ports and
terminals. After a brief introduction to cruise ships and global cruise ports, it addresses the location, structure and layout
of cruise terminals, the technologies involved, cruise terminal buildings and supporting facilities. The book also explores
practical engineering cases, including projects that the authors have worked on, such as the Shenzhen Prince Bay and
Shanghai Wusongkou International Cruise Terminal projects. Systematically discussing the design and engineering
aspects of domestic and international cruise terminals, the book offers a practical reference guide for engineers,
researchers, practitioners and policymakers in relevant fields.
This multidisciplinary book delivers a unique collection of well-considered, empirically rich and critical contributions on maritime
transport geographies. It covers a wide range of markets and territories as well as institutional, environmental and future issues.
The latest edition of this definitive international resource provides detailed information for more than 29,000 organizations active in
289 countries, and is exhaustively cross-referenced to help you: -- Locate international aid groups, business and commercial
associations, religious orders, national bodies, fraternities, conferences, and more -- Help patrons find the right contacts in the
organizations they need to reach, and identify organizations with similar concerns worldwide -- Facilitate research into any
organization's structure, financing, membership, aims and activities, publications, geographic scope, and more. Alphabetically
arranged and now in two parts, Volume 1: Organization Descriptions and Cross-References is the most current and far-reaching
reference work available on international bodies. Over 32,000 listings -- including in-depth profiles for some 12,000 major
organizations -- cover everything from inter-governmental bodies and conferences to religious orders and fraternities.
"The objective of the work was to provide a guideline for the functional design of cruise terminals, by reviewing the current state of the art of
the needs of modern cruise ships and evaluating the ship/port interface and the port facilities involved in cruise traffic. This document
embodies a flexible design approach so that terminals can be adapted to the various current and future needs of cruise
companies."--Introduction.
Volume 1 (A and B) of the "Yearbook of International Organizations" covers international organizations throughout the world, comprising their
aims, activities and events. This includes names (in English, French and, where available, other languages), abbreviations and descriptions
of over 34,000 not-for-profit organizations currently active in every field of human endeavor, as well as references to associated
organizations, whose goals cross all economic, political and geographical borders, offering an insight into new, productive relationships. The
volume also allows quick and easy cross-referencing from volumes 2, 3, 4, and 6.
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